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EAST TIMOR:

THE CURRENT SITUATION

The last five months have seen significant military achievements by the East Timorese

According to reports from FRETILIN over Radio Maubere and through messages received
here through Telecom Australia, East Timorese forces have pushed Indonesian troops
out of the interior of the eastern half and the south-west corner of the territory.

Guerilla attacks on the strongly controlled Dili - Same road have stepped up in the
past month, as well as around Dili itself.

We present here an account of the current situation in East Timor using FRETILIN as
our source because FRETILIN accounts are the only detailed accounts available.

The

FRETILIN description is being more and more confirmed by non-FRETILIN sources (see
our itern on page 1).

THE INITIAL INVASION:

Before the full scale invasion on December 7, 1975, Indonesian military leaders claimed

they could take over East Timor in three days, or at most, a week. The invasion,
involving 2000 marines, 1000 paratroopers together with infantry backed up by naval and
aerial bombardment (2) failed to gain control of the two major towns in East Timor Dili and Baucau. On December 25, a new force of at least 10,000 troops (2) invaded
and by the end of February 1976, the Indonesian army controlled Dili, Baucau, the
border area around Atabae and Maliana and a number of coastal towns including Manatuto,

Lautem, Betano and SUai. At that time the wet season was tapering off and Indonesian
troops were able to move down the road between Baucau and Viqueque, move upwards from
Betano towards Same and consolidate control of the Dili-Alieu-Maubisse road (Alieu and

Maubisse were captured by Indonesian paratroops after fierce fighting).
During the wet season then, the Indonesian forces managed to control only a small area

of the territory (see our map in T.I.S. N0.8, March 1, 1976).
Timorese were killed in that initial period.

occurred in Dili (3),

However, many East

Wholesale massacre appears to have

Indonesian Red Cross estimated that 60,000 East Timorese were

killed during the first two months of the invasion (4).
THE DRY SEASON:

With the onset of the dry season in March/April roads and rivers in the mountainous
interior of East Timor became passable and allowed the Indonesian troops to move along

the few major roads in the territory. Military camps were set up in captured villages
and along roads. Concentration camps were created by the Indonesian army - one at

ATAURO

POSITION OF INVASION FORCES

August 4, 1976
Shaded ribbons

L
Maubara

indicate Indones
ian control of roads

and villages along those
roads.
Indonesian positions
are subject to frequent guer -

11a attacks by East Timorese for
ces. Travel along these roads by In
donesian troops or officials is impossi
ble without heavily armed escort.

With the exception of Dili, Baucau and Manatuto, villages marked
are market villages with a small resident population. The mass of

the population live in small villages throughout the mountains, off the roads
and are not under Indonesian control.

Source:

j Map is based on Telecom Messages and Radio Maubere

CIET, (Sydney)
Press Release h.S.jG

"' broadcasts from Fretilin leaders inside East Timor.
-°
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Krmpp^?™Ch WaS ?aptured * ^donesian troops in April (5) ) has often been reported
by tKtiiLiN as a place of gross maltreatment of the captured East Timorese.

EAST TIMORESE OFFENSIVE*
———————
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From May 15 to June 2, ©76, the Central Committee of FRETILIN and the Council of

Ministers of the D.R.E.%' conducted an Extraordinary Assembly (see communique excerpts
in T.I.S. No.11/12, page 2). The Assembly defined new fighting tactics - launching a
generalised offensive" against the Indonesian army in East Timor (6).

On June 23, Alarico Ferandes (D.R.E.T. Minister for Information and National Security)
reported that FRETILIN forces had captured several villages in the north west of East
Timor and Tutriscai - the birthplace of President Francisco Xavier do Amaral - in the
mountains ea&t of Alieu (7).

In August in the SUai area, FRETILIN recaptured Zumalai which has since been subject
to periodic bombardment by Indonesian forces (8).

In the central region, Indonesian

troops were pushed progressively out of Soibada, Fatu, Berlieu and Alas towards the
Indonesian-held port of Betano (9).

In the area south of Manatuto (on the north coast east of Dili) FRETILIN reported
heavy fighting around Krybas and Laklubar from August to October resulting in FRETILIN
recapturing those towns and isolating an Indonesian encampment between them and the

withdrawal of other Indonesians to Manatuto (10). On November 11 however, FRETILIN
reported that 2000 Indonesian troops had been transported to Laklubar (11) which implies
that the two towns are back under Indonesian control.

In the eastern region, Quelicai was retaken by the East Timorese and at last report
(October 27) FRETILIN was still in control (12). Venilale was retaken and Indonesian
troops in lospalos have been isolated (11).

At the other end of the territory the

border towns of Fohorem, Fatululik and Fatumean (near SUai) have recently been
recaptured from the Indonesian forces (13).
EAST TIMOR

POSITION OF INVASION FORCES
ATAURO

Maubara

Shaded areas:

controlled by Indo
nesian army on October
31. 1976. Towns marked in un
shaded areas have been liberated

by Fretilin since July 17, 1976.
All levels of the Indonesian Army now regard
East Timor as "Indonesia's Vietnam", an
Indonesien general recently told a European
supporter of Fretilin.

Many of their elite soldiers have been

withdrawn from East Timor to strengthen
Jakarta against a possible coup, the general
said. Poorly trained soldiers from East Java have
replaced the elite troops who themselves
performed "very badly" in the guerrilla war.

The Indonesian army now controls only the
Source:

Tribune 3 November, 1976.

The wet season has begun, making new
offensives extremely difficult.
Indonesian control is limited to some roads

and the towns and villages along them. Radio
Maubere reports that Indonesian forces in
Lospalos and Ossu are surrounded. Fretilin
controls most areas around Bacau, the second

main town. There has been fierce fighting
around Suai, Hatu Bulico, Ainaro and on the
road between Same and Betano.

Radio Maubere reported on October 24 that
the village of Madebeno, only 10 kms from the

same amount of area as it did last February, with

capital Dili was being shelled by Indonesian

the exception of Ermera. All its offensives

forces. It can be assumed that Madebeno is

during the past dry season have been defeated. under Fretilin control.
information derived from radio messages from FRETILIN in East Timor.

FRETILIN guerilla operations along the Dili-Alieu-Matibisse road have recently increased
with attacks on Alieu (14), Maubisse (11), the recapture of Hato Builico west of
Maubisse (13) and an assault on an encampment only 15 kilometres south-west of Dili (15)
Examination of messages received from FRETILIN in East Timor indicate that the terrain
in the territory is a big factor in favour of the East Timorese.
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Almost all areas

where FRETILIN has reported fighting lay along major roads or on the coast.^ Indonesian
forces have failed to hold towns such as Turiscai and Fatubesse which are situated at

the ends of difficult roads. Attempts to gain control of areas off the roads (Lebos and
Tapo) have failed. In early October, FRETILIN claimed to have killed 140 Indonesian
soldiers in a week of fighting around Nassuta which is only 15 kms south-west of Dili.
Nassuta is in mountainous terrain and is thickly forrested. It has been reported that
Australian commandoes killed hundreds of Japanese troops in a single ambush in this
area duing World War II (16).

FRETILIN has reported that East Timorese ("ex-APODETI and UDT supporters") originally
in favour of Indonesian intervention in East Timor are now actively fighting against
the Indonesians - because of widespread and horrific treatment of the civilian

population (17). An independent (in fact anti-FRETIUN) report published recently cited
the case of 4000 out of 5000 people around Amaru joining FRETILIN in the mountains after
Indonesian troops had occupied the town - because of the behaviour of the occupying
troops (18).

Aided by the local population, the terrain and captured Indonesian weaponry, FRETILIN
is able to direct a classical guerilla war against the invading Indonesian troops.
Indonesian Morale Low

THE FUTURE,

Further evidence of Indonesian setbacks comes from a re
cent American visitor to Indonesia who held extensive, in
formal conversations with officers in the Armed Forces of

There are indications that the Indonesian

Indonesia.

"Military men say that Indonesian troops are reluctant
to leave Dili, particularly after dark/' the visitor noted.
"Officers relax in Dili's European-style cafes, rather than
lead assaults into FRETI LIN-held territory. Troop morale
is low, and the officers know it. FRETILIN forces have
been tougher than anyone ever expected, and casualties
have been heavy on the Indonesian side."
"Families of soldiers killed and wounded in East Timor

government may not be able to maintain the
35-40,000 troops (19) presently in East
Timor. Indonesian troop morale in East Tim
or is low (see inset). Internal divisions
in Jakarta are deepening following the
revelations of the Pertamina debts, a sev

ere rice shortage and growing open crit
icism of corruption among the ruling elite

including President Suharto's wife. These
factors, taken together with the failure

receive no pensions; to keep news of the war from the
Indonesian public, no military funerals are held; families
of the wounded are discouraged from visiting their loved

of the Indonesian army in East Timor and

ones in the military hospitals.

arta (20).

"My sources say that a demonstration of war widows
was recently held at the home of the mayor of Jakarta, de
manding compensation for the loss of their husbands. The
wives have no choice: starvation is the only other prospect

the unpopularity of the war, have led to

growing speculation of an upheaval in Jak
What form a change may take

is not predictable but a change of govern
ment structure could lead to a scaling

down of Indonesian operations in E, Timor.

for them and their families.

These tensions have already had effects

"All told, according to Indonesian military men, the in
vasion of East Timor has been a real fiasco, worse than any
one had thought," he said.
Another indication of the serious weaknesses within the

military sources, claims that many of the

Indonesian military is the defection of more than 100 Indo

elite (well armed, trained and paid) units,

nesian marines (KKO) to FRETILIN. The defections, first

used in the initial stages of the

reported by FRETILIN, have been confirmed by the Aus
tralian writer Hamish McDonald, who has written on the

war in East Timor for the Washington Post, Far Eastern
Economic Review, and several Australian commercial papers,

A prominent authority in the US who has studied the
Indonesian military regime for many years said of the de
fections, "If this is true, the situation is serious for the Indo
nesian junta, much more serious than it would appear. The
KKO has some of the best fighters that Indonesia has, quite
sharp and skilful on the battlefield. The KKO has also been
known as a group that has a lingering sentiment for the late
nationalist president Sukarno."
"So there are several reasons why the defection of even
100 of these troops would be cause for alarm in Jakarta.
One key reason is that these troops are shrewd military
men. If FRETILIN had no chance of winning the war,
these troops would flever have joined them."

on the Indonesian presence in East Timor.
Ernst Utrecht, citing senior Indonesian

invasion, have been withdrawn to Java to

protect their respective generals. These
crack units have been replaced by second-

line troops who are less well equipped.

Militarily, the East Timorese have shown
that they are able to contain Indonesian
army movements in East Timor. Given the fai
lure of
control
season,
already

the Indonesian army to establish
of inland areas during the last wet
the current wet season, which has
begun, may see further advances by

the East Timorese against the Indonesian

j ^

government.

Arnold Kohen - Timor Information

Project. Ithaca, N.Y.

(References on page 16)

-from A.N.S. No.66. November 16, 1976
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OCT/NOV, in EAST TIMOR -

FRETILIN ACCOUNT

We present here, in detail, events in East Timor as described by FRETILIN during
October/November. With the government closure of the Telecom link (see page IS),

T.I.S. will, in future issues, publish a summary of Radio Maubere broadcasts.

Source for this chronology: Fretilin radio broadcasts from East Timor.

Note: M-96 =

Radio message no. 96 as relayed by Telecom-Darwin (for text of messages see pp. 13-16 )
Oct-24 = Radio Maubere program broadcast on October Ik as monitored by C.I.E.T.-Darwin.
OCTOBER 1976
17 - Radio Maubere broadcast.
18 -

At Gari Uai, between Venilale and Baucau,

intense fighting; 8 Indonesian soldiers
killed. (Oct-27)
19 - Village of Fatulia near Venilale: Freti

in

forces killed k Indonesians. (Oct-27)
20 -

k people rescued from Indonesians at Gari
Uai. One Indonesian soldier killed in am

21

-

bush. (Oct-27)
Fierce fighting in Laclubar.

Areas sur

rounding Baucau are under Fretilin control;
although the Indonesians have been bombard
ing this region, there has been little dam

age. In Baucau more brutalities are being
inflicted on the captured population.(Oct22) Soholite in Los Palos area: Fretilin
attacked enemy - killed 3 and wounded many
Indonesian troops.

casualties.

Fretilin suffered no

Bombardment followed.

A plane bombed the area around Bobonaro, killing

four Falintil and wounding six others. (Oct-27)
22 -

Bobonaro and Lolotoe are scenes of intense fighting.
Areas surrounding Same are
under Fretilin control.
In Dili the hospital is overflowing with Indonesian
wounded who have to be kept out in the open.
Resistance in areas close to Dili
continues. (Oct-22) Radio Maubere broadcast. Message Sk received.

23 -

Since October 18 Fretilin have killed 15 Indonesian soldiers in Baucau. (M-97)
Also since the 18th at Los Palos there has been a heavy Indonesian bombardment.

Although there have been no casualties, houses, cattle and other property has been
destroyed.

Fretilin position at Gari Uai attacked by enemy ( 3 armoured cars and

truck); counter-attack by Fretilin inflicted heavy losses on enemy. (Oct-27)
24 - The village of Madabeno, 10 km south of
Dili,.which is still in Fretilin hands,
was bombarded by Indonesian forces in Dare.

The ill-treatment of the captured populat
ion in Baucau continues.

Fretilin in con-

of surrounding areas despite bombardment.
Two Indonesians killed at Bucoli (18 km

from Baucau) while searching for food.
Strong fighting continues in Los Palos,
MADABEIHrfO

Quelicai and Bobonaro and Uatolari where
enemy is surrounded. DRET Red Cross work

ing intensely and National Reconstruction
is underway throughout the liberated areas.

Radio Maubere Broadcast.(0ct-24).

Message

no. 95 received.

27

People rescued from Viqueque concentration camp said population was starving and
women were raped and killed.

Fretilin still control Quelicai where fiqhtina con

tinues. (Oct-27)

In Numegulau near Maubisse, an 11 pm ambush kills two captains and wounds many, lnDIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

donesians force civilians to withdraw from the area. (Nov-14)

Radio Maubere broadcast.

Message no. 96 received.

28 - Maukatar in the Suai area: Indonesian attack on Fretilin position, one guerilla
fighter killed. Fretilin counter-attack kills 8 and wounds a lot. (M-100)
Between Krybas and Laclubar: Fretilin ambush kills 36 and wounds a lot.(M-102)
: at Babulo, Indonesian ambush kills one Falintil;
counter-attack kills 8 and wounds many. (Nov-7)

30 - (29 & 30) In LosPalos, Fretilin kill 10 and wound a lot of Indonesian'soldiers. In
donesians forced to withdraw from Krybas to Manatatigo (Manatuto-?-ed) (M-98)
Message no. 97 received.

31 - During the first weeks of October in Ailieu, Fretilin destroyed one armoured car
and killed 10 Indonesians. During the last weeks of the month in Maukatar Fretilin
killed 50 soldiers and captured a great deal of war materials. (M-97)
NOVEMBER 1-17, 1976
1
2

-

In the area surrounding Maubisse, at Munegulau, Fretilin killed 8 Indonesians and

-

wounded many while they suffered 3 killede (Nov-14)
Bobonaro: Indonesian warplane bombed surronding areas - no casualties0

(M-98)

Maukatar in the Suai area: Fretilin ambush and kill 20 Indonesians and wound manya
3

~

(M-100 & Nov-7)
Lospalos - Fretilin ambush: 18 killed and a lot wounded0 (M-99)
Laklubar - Fretilin killed 6 Indonesian soldiers on the village outskirts.

(M-102)

Zumalai, held by Fretilin, was bombarded by Indonesian warship - little damage0

(Nov-7)
Message noe 98 received0
This morning an Indonesian warship bombarded areas of the south coast0 (M-99)
Fretilin ambush in Lolotoe area - 25 killed and a lot wounded* (M-lOl)
Indonesian forces driven out of Fohorem, Fatululik and Fatumean and across the bor-

der6

(M-99) Fretilin clear the Krybas area; the following heavy artillery bombard

ment caused little damage,

(Nov-7)

Hatu Bulico recaptured - several automatic rifles, grenades and an appreciable

quantity of ammunition left by fleeing soldiers0

(M-99)

The enemy attacked a Fretilin position in Venilale killing two and wounding four

Falintil.

(Nov-17)

Message 99 received,,

Since Nov. 3, Fretilin have killed 5 Indonesians in LosPalos.

(M-102 & Nov-14)

In Bissilau, a village just 10km south of Dili just off the Alieu road, Falintil

killed 40 Indonesian soldiers and wounded many between Nov. 3 and 6„ (Nov-17)
Fretilin ambush at Foholulic in Tilomar area: 5 Indonesians killed; 4 comrades

liberated; machine gun and much ammunition captured0

(Nov-7)

2,000 Indonesian troops landed at Manatuto with 6
large trucks and 4 armoured cars; increased brutality
for civilian population. (Nov-7) The Fretilin held
border villages of Fohorem, Natarlaram and Fatululik
shelled.

Fretilin ambush at Katatamau:

Indonesians

retreated; much military clothing captured. Fretilin
held Laclubar shelled.

Enemy forces in the area are

isolated, hungry and demoralised. Reports received
of continued brutality and theft by Indonesians at
Ermera. (Nov-7) Radio Mauber broadcast and message
no.

8

100 received.

Dili, at Madhone airport, 300 enemy troops disembark

from planes. (Nov-lA)
9

10

At the port of Dili, 6 rockets and 6 tanks are loaded
onto ships to move to new location. (Nov-14)

SoiQAbo)

Josepha Artires, 16, barbarously violated by Indonesians and died some hours later
due to the barbarity - reported by two women who had escaped from the concentration

camp at Samee

(M-102 & repeated on Nov-14)

Atmospheric interference prevents effective monitoring of Radio Mauberea
11

- 2000 Indonesian troops are transported to Laklubar0

have no food and the women are abused.

The captured population there,

(Nov-14)
-6-
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In Lolotoe: The enemy attempted to take the village but were repulsed by Fretilin.
Many of the enemy were killed - their bodies were removed by the Indonesians to
Lakamara0

Message no. 101 received.

12 - Atmospheric interference prevents effective monitoring of Radio Maubere.
12-15 - Indonesian planes bombarded the area of Kabulaki«

13 - The enemy made another assault at Lolotoe, but were again repulsed. 4 Indonesians
were killed and many wounded.

One Falintil soldier killed.

14 - Fierce fighting around central mountain town of Maubisse. At Kerpina, near Maubisse,
enemy attacked Fretilin position.

Fretilin counter-attacked, resulting in 5 killed

and many wounded; Fretilin suffered 3 casualties.

In Maubisse enemy is starving and continues to massacre the population and burn
housesc

Lolotoe: Fretilin forces occupied four enemy positions0 Many automatic weapons were
captured when the enemy fled.

Fighting continues around LosPalos: cattle killed and property destroyed.
Long speech by Nicolau Lobato (in Portuguese). (Nov-14)
Radio Maubere broadcast.
by Teleconu

Radio Message no. 102 received - the last to be relayed
^

14-17 - Intense fighting in Soibada. The enemy in revenge burned the houses of the
village and kill&d more than 200 people, mainly women and children.
15 - An Indonesian plane bombed the Baucau area.
15-16 - An Indonesian plane bombed the areaQ

17 - Intense fighting continues around Maubisse0

The enemy in the village bombards the

surrounding area with heavy artillery.

In Bobonaro the enemy abandoned four frontline positions, but mined them before
leavingc

Fretilin defused the mines and removed them0

Bissilau: the enemy attempted to take the village but Fretilin repulsed them,
inflicting heavy losses. (Nov-17)
Radio Maubere broadcast.
*

Soibada is south of Laklubar. In earlier reports, 2000 Indonesian troops landed at
Manatuto, proceeded to relieve garrison at Laklubar, and now appear to have got
through to Soibada, which was liberated by Fretilin forces last August.
M.H.

DOCUMENT ON EAST TIMOR

- continued from page 1

* The Indonesian forces, through "stealing, burning houses,violating girls
etc.," are turning the East Timorese against their presence. An example:
"5,000 people welcome the Indonesian troops in Amaru (Demonstration
for integration}- Now there are only 1,000 people in Amaru, others
joined Fretilin in the mountains."

(Note: Amaru is possibly Ermera - ed.)

* Concerning •rehabilitation1: "At present it is very difficult to start
rehabilitation program because the people we intended to help are
still in the mountains."

* On the government: "The East Timor government is without any authority.
It is only a puppet government for the military commander."
* On Fretilin: "They treated the people well and do not offend them in
their beliefs. They tried to keep their discipline high. The Fre
tilin soldiers are cultivating land now and make gardens."
('A comment heard in passing1) - "If there should be held a real
referendum people will choose Fretilin."

-

Fretilin employs a guerilla war pattern. They avoid frontal at
tack or engagement with the Indonesian troops.

* On refugees -(the document claims that they fled their homes because

of Fretilin raids)- the help given them by Indonesia has been poorly
managed and there are many "leakages" (i.e., the money/aid does not
get to the people).
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AUSTRALIA AND

EAST TIMOR - The Liberal Government

While in opposition the Liberal Party often voiced criticism of the Labour government's

positon on East Timor.

Examination of the Liberal party's statements in that period

shows however, that while making a number of points, there is little or no evidence of
a coherent policy on East Timor in them.

Andrew Peacock, a frequent spokesman for the Liberal Party and who had taken a fairly
active interest in East Timor - to the extent of having discussions with Fretilin's

Ramos Horta - expressed Liberal party thinking in an article in the Melbourne Herald.
Alternatives for East Timor

The Herald, 6/11/75, reported Mr.Peacock
as saying that there were really only two
alternatives for East Timor.

These were

either : -

(a) establish a State of East Timor,
which would have a well-defined treaty
association with Indonesia, or,

(b) the incorporation of East Timor into
Indonesia with the agreement of the Timor
ese and, which effectively recognised and
protected the distinctive status of the
Timorese.

It can be seen from such a statement that

the Liberal Party would not accept, and
had never envisaged accepting, a fully
independent East Timor, Mr. Peacock went
on to say that anything outside these
limits would be either unprincipled or
Cook

unrealt st ic.

'Unprincipled and unrealistic', because

the other alternatives would not fit in with Indonesia's policy for the region, and the
crux of the Liberal Party's policy rotates around relations with Indonesia. This was

clearly indicated when Mr.Peacock said that relations with Indonesia were of the high
est possible priority. (The Age, 26/2/75)
Indeed, along with the claim that the Australian government's policy has remained con
sistent and unchanged, this 'special relationship' with Indonesia has been repeatedly
restated. The result of placing top priority on maintaining good relations with In
donesia has been that the government has chosen to comply with the wishes of the Indon
esian military regime - except where it would be too politically embarassing - because
of Australian public opinion - to do so.

The line of action the government has pursued has been to try and play down the issue
and to take steps to assist in Indonesia's attempts to isolate the East Timorese people
from the rest of the world.

The establishment newspaper, The Canberra
Times noted in its editorial of 1?.11.76,
that one of the most alarming results of
the government's Timor policy has been:
"that in matters of national importance,
such as the Timor issue - the Australian

public can no longer expect, as a matter
of right, to be told the TRUTH."
Thus complicity has necessitated duplicity.
Whatever the government's stated or unstated
policy maybe, the underlying pattern behind
the Liberal government's actions has been
very clear. Concerning the truth of the
government's stance on East Timor :
actions

speak

louder

than

stated

policies.

8-
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The following are some of the Liberal Government's actions that have helped to maintain
or extend this isolation:1975

• Nov. 23,

Australian government tried to block the passage of fuel to East Timor.

This fuel was to be used by the Australian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA) and the
Australian Society for Inter Country Aid - Timor (ASIAT) to distribute aid in East
Timore

• Novo 25,

Foreign Affairs department strongly rejected claims of an imminent invasion

of East Timor by Indonesia (Age 26/ll/75)
• Pec, 3,
Australia co-sponsored a soft resolution in the United Nations with
Indonesia just 4 days prior to the Indonesian invasion of East Timor0

. Dec 3,

Foreign Affairs department advised Australians to leave Dili, and ordered

their evacuation

• Dec* 9>

Urgent radio messages for help received from East Timor, by Telecom, were

held up be the Government 0

• Dec. 20-24, Reported that the Australian Ambassador to Indonesia, Richard Woolcott,
"visited Indonesian fleet headquarters to hand over two Australian-built Nomad patrol

aircraft to the Indonesian navy"0
• PeCo 28,

(National Times, 5-10 Jan, 1976)

Government refused to evacuate refugees from the fighting in East Timor,

despite repeated requests from FRETILIN,

(Australian 29/12/76)

1976

• Jan. 22,

Government refused to let the ASIAT barge leave again for East Timor after

it had been arrested and forced back to DarwinQ

• Jan. 25, Radio transmitter in Darwin, being used to transmit

messages to Fretilin was seized. At this time the UN envoy
was trying to make arragements with Fretilin to get to areas
held by them.

Foreign Affairs involvement was denied at the

time, but on Feb 3, Mr. Fraser admitted that he and Mr. Pea
cock were involved in the decision to seize the transmitter.

' Jan- 26, Australian government refused a request from Freti
lin representative in Australia, to fly the UN representat
ive to Fretilin held areas in East Timor, on the grounds
that they (the Australian government) could not ensure the
safety of the crew.

• Feb- 5,Austral ian government banned all flights from Austra
lia to East Timor, although it was the only safe way for
the UN envoy to reach areas other than those held by Indon
esia.

Feb 11, UN envoy left Australia, and Telecom withdrew per
mission for Tony Bello, a Fretilin representative in Aus
tralia, to use their transmitter for contacting East Timor
Feb,

19,

&H

Australian government refused to grant Tony Bello a licience to operate a

radio transmitter.

. Apr. 14,

While on his visit to Jakarta, Mr. Peacock liftef Australian aid to

Indonesia by $A17 million, to $A86 million over the next three years0
• Apr. 25, Letter by Mr« Peacock to the Australian Journalist's Association purporting
to be a summary of all information available to the Australian government on the
death of the five journalists, but it did not include any reference to the information
contained in the Martin's report.
, Apr. 27, Mrc Peacock said that the proposed union aid ship to East Timor was illegal
and it would not receive a clearance, and would not be given any protection.
• May 4,
Mr. Ken Fry, member for Fraser A0C0T0 and who went to speak at the UaNa on
the Timor issue, said that Australia was taking a very low key role, with no leader
ship or initiative to create support for the cause of the Timorese people.

(Daily Hansard, House of Representatives, May 4, 1976)
• May 16,
Well known U.S. lawyer, Mark Lane, who was to travel on the aid ship, was
refused a visa to enter Australia,,
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July 24-30:

During meetings in Washington with high-ranking members of the Ford
Administration and Pentagon officials, Prime Minister Fraser was

"warned not to anger Jakarta, for if Australian relations with Indonesia worsened
it could hinder U.S. strategy for the region".
(The Age, & Sydney Morning Herald, 3/8/76)

• Aug, 9,

Indonesia,,

Australia was preparing details of its second major aid program to

Sabre jet fighters, Nomad transport aircraft patrol boats, target aids

have already been delivered0

• Sep. 16,

4 people were arrested in Darwin for trying to get an aid ship to East

Timor.

• Sepe 27,

a second transmitter seized in Darwin,

» Oct. 6: Australian Ambassador to Indonesia, Richard Woolcott, presented about
$A81,270 in aid to Indonesian Red Cross for 'rehabilitation programs1 in East Timor.

In April '76, Indonesia had given Mr. Peacock an assurance that International Red Cross
would be permitted, 'soon', to return to East Timor. On August 26, Mr. Peacock told
parliament that as aid was not able to be channelled through ICRC, he was investigating
the possibility of giving aid to East Timor through the Indonesian Red Cross. On Sep
tember 7, deputy foreign affairs minister, Sinclair, confirmed that Indonesia had pre
vented ICRC from operating in East Timor and that while this situation prevailed, Aust
ralia would give aid through the Indonesian Red Cross. (Hansard, for days mentioned, &
T.I.S. No.14/15) (Note: No explanation was given for Indonesia's continued refusal to
permit ICRC to operate in East Timor, nor for Indonesia's failure to keep its assurance
to Mr. Peacock. No indication has been given of any Australian 'controls' on the aid
given. The demand for ICRC entry to East Timor was a major point of Australia's stated
policy, see T.I.S- No-14/15)
• Pete 8,

Australian and Indonesian governments opened "negotiations for an agreed

seabed boundary between Australia and East Timor". (Australian, 9/10/76)
• Nov. 12, Government rejected an application from Rogerio Lobato, Defense Minister
of the Democratic Republic of East Timor, to visit Australia,, He wanted to come to

speak with Government ministers, officials and Labour parliamentarians.
• Nov* 17,

Government ordered Telecom not to distribute messages received from East

Timor, to people in Australia0
Nov,,

18,

Australia abstained from voting on the resolution before the U,N.!s

4thc Committee, condemning Indonesia and demanding withdrawal of troops.

The reason

stated in the debate was that the resolution was not realistic^
R.R.

10-
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BEFORE THE INVASION - INDONESIAN OPERATIONS
Indonesian military operations began in East Timor in September 1975 - almost 3 months

before the fullscale invasion. We present here a summary of a document giving details
of the Indonesian governments actions in that period. The document was produced by
Jose Martins - formerly leader of the KOTA Party which sided with the Indonesian army

last year.

Martins defected in March, 1976.

Indonesian interest in East Timor began well before the invasion of Dec. 7 1975

Jose Martins claims that as early as 1958, Jakarta, through its intelligence agency
BAKIN, developed contacts among Timorese disatisfied with Portuguese colonial rule.

An information network was set up to a limited extent, which was followed by payments
to Timorese land - and plantation - owners.

These later became the core of the

APODETI party. Support for the Timorese in their struggles against Portuguese colon
ialism, enabled Indonesia to identify itself with anti-Portuguese elements in Timor.

Following the Lisbon coup in April 25, 1974, Timorese parties were allowed to develop,
with Indonesia's activities, according to Martins, largely concentrated on the
APODETI group, who supported integration of East Timor into Indonesia. Besides
openly supporting APODETI as a political party, the Jakarta government began initiat
ing more clandestine activities of the party.
Indonesian operations

- senior generals named.

Apodeti members were given military training by the Indonesian army, and were
familiarized with guerrilla warfare tactics and radio operations. This training
took place at Kupang , the capital of West Timor.

Martins also claims that other

Timorese were given intelligence training by BAKIN in Jakarta, and then moved back
to East Timor to carry out intelligence activities,

Particular Indonesians were assigned to collaborate with BAKIN on the Timor question.
These included Generals SUgama, Moertopo, and Murdani, Colonel Sugiyanto and Special
Agent Taolin of BAKIN,

Private bodies who acted for the Jakarta government in East

Timor were Sarana Carta Co. (as a cover for agents) P T Arjuna (various activities),
Berita Yudha Newspaper (to receive and centralize information), Pertamina (to provide
helicopters) and Antara News Agency (for the fabrication of news items for international
consumption).

The "machine" was thus well established on Indonesian territory, next according to
Martins, the other half was set up within East Timor. Indonesian agents, Taolin in
particular, travelled through the territory as businessmen, .others as customs agents
or even as native Timorese. Most importantly, an APODETI "orientation centre" was
set up in Atambua, just inside the West Timorese border, to act as an information
centre passing information to the General Army Staff in Jakarta. This centre was

later to figure as a military base for Indonesian "volunteers". At the same time,

Indonesian "vigilence groups" monitored all those who moved in or out of Dili, in'
particular Australian and Portuguese who expressed opinions on the Timor situation.

At the Macao conference, where Portuguese representatives met with the Timorese
parties, the APODETI group was accompanied by BAKIN agents, including Taolin. Follow

ing this conference, (June 1975) Jakarta initiated a program of fabricated news,
using Antaro as its vehicle. According to Martins; "the purpose was to completely
falsify the Timorese political picture".

This information was particularly directed

to Indonesia's partners in ASEAN, to create the impression that the imminent Indon

esian invasion was a necessity.

Antara news in particular began identifying FRETILIN

as pro-Communist, and a threat to the region if they ever took power. Martins claims
that this that this communist threat was built into a "conspiracy", to exhort East

Timorese to flee to Indonesian (West) Timor, where they were quartered by the Indon
esians at Kupang and Atambua.

Indonesian intelligence activity continued with a reconnaisance survey in June 1975;
observations were made of the land, towns,- population, the disposition of forces
and the existing administration. This information was to be used for the initial
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invasion of Dec 7, 1975.

In August 1975, BAKIN sent a specialist team including

Sugiyanto and Taolin to be permanently established at Atambua, and to contact MAC
leaders (Anti-Communist Movement consisting of UDT, KOTA and TRABALHISTA)this team
also made reconnaisance flights over East Timor.
Martins details the Indonesian established Radio Ramelau, a propagandist radio

and intelligence communications centre operating out of Kupang.

This established

a direct contact with the intelligence communications centre at Atambua. Radio
Ramelau also transmitted throughout East Timor in dialect, and was the means of telling
the people of their "integration" into Indonesia.
Martins also mentions that no refugees fleeing the civil war in East Timor were
allowed to cross the border to West Timor without signing a petition to Suharto,

calling for the integration of East Timor into Indonesia.
Attack on Balibo

-

five Australian journalists killed

After September 24, 1975, the Indonesian intervention across the border was escalated.
Commandos, dressed in jeans and without identification, began arriving at Mota Ain
(on the border, near Batugade).

Martins says they were equipped with radios, portable rocket launchers, soviet
machine guns, portable mortars and grenades, and immediately took up positions around

Batugade.

The next day, these commandos attacked and routed Fretilin forces at

Batugade (see map). At around the same time, Indonesian warships began arriving
at Atapupo, where they unloaded artillery forces.
Martins claims that on October 16,1975, vehicles
carrying the flag of Indonesian Red Cross began

THE BORDER REGION

transporting war supplies from the stores at At

Liquic

ambua. Also carried were military personnel - all
•Maubara

to the border area. On the same day two Indones
ian tanks began to shell Balibo, while Indonesian
warships off the coast opened fire. Indonesian

#Atabae
Batugade
Motaain

land forces took Balibo and Malianaj it was during

Maubisse
Balibo

the fierce fighting at Balibo that the five Aust
Maliana

ralian jounalists were killed.

Atapupo

After these battles, the Indonesian forces pushed

Atambua

further into East Timor, capturing Erkina" and Loes,
while further supplies of munitions and light arms

were unloaded at Atapupo. Vehicles were also un
loaded at this port, carrying false

East Timorese identification plates, and Martins alleges that by Nov 30, 1975, these

vehicles had transported about 10 companies of regular troops into East Timor.
Many Indonesian soldiers wore Red Cross armbands, although they carried pistols
and machine guns. Indonesian army vehicles carried flags of the anti-Fretilin parties,
to convey the impression that it was these parties who were actively fighting.
For the same purpose, refugees from East Timor were asked to volunteer to fight
Fretilin, but Martins claims they were not used for the offensive, but simply to
occupy areas already taken by the Indonesians, such as Batugade and Balibo.
UDT / KOTA /TRABALHISTA / APODETI

-

controlled by Indonesian Generals.

Coupled with these cover-up attempts, the Indonesians continued their programme of
distortion and suppression to prevent the truth of their activities emerging. This

programme included control of the communication allowed between the MAC parties and
outside groups, including the press and the Portuguese government.

In September 1975, a Portuguese delegation sent a message by plane to the MAC
leaders proposing a meeting.

The plane was grounded, and the crew placed under

armed guard, until Jakarta could be contacted to determine what the "Timorese"
answer was to be. The tactic was to stall until the Portuguese delegation gave up
waiting - this is what happened.

Martins also alleges that documents detailing incidents such as the death of the
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five journalists, and the declaration of integration were prepared by the
Indonesians, and passed out for international consumption. An Indonesian TV crew
was sent to Batugade, and a scene was staged with dozens of Timorese carrying

Portuguese arms, standing around the MAC leaders.

The film looked like an authentic

record of local support for MAC, and was distributed worldwide. Martins claims
that BAKIN made copies of seals used by the MAC parties, and used them to authentic
ate forged documents.

Other scenes were staged for the few international journalists who have been

allowed in East Timor.

Martins details one occasion in Batugade, when Indonesian

forces were ordered to withdraw out of sight into the interior, and Indonesian

agents posed as Timorese locals for the journalists.

Some MAC leaders apparently expressed disagreement with the Indonesian invasion,
but according to Martins, were brought into line by threats on their lives, and
their families being taken to Atambua to reinforce the Indonesian's coercive control
over their statements.

Jakarta also undertook an education programme for the leaders of the four antiFretilin parties. They were given lessons in international politics by the

Indonesian Foreign Affairs department and the Army, This was so these leaders
could present the Indonesian case, ostensibly on their own account, but their press
relations were controlled by the Indonesian embassies of the countries they were
sent to.

Martins alleges the group which was sent to the UN Security Council debate was
escorted by BAKIN agents; their statements to the Council were prepared by the
Indonesian Mission in New York, and simply read out by the Timorese. Portuguese
initiatives were frustrated by BAKIN agents for, as Martins says, "Indonesia does
not want the issue of Timor to receive too much international attention."
J.M.

RADIO

MESSAGES

FROM

EAST

TIMOR

Message 94 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 2l/l0/76
The murderous Suharto and the hypocrite Malik instead of crying all the time asking for

support to the corrupt Jakarta Government and criminal action over East Timor, should
immediately withdraw totally and unconditionally all Indonesian forces from East Timor
according to the United Nations Security Council and Non-Aligned Countries resolutions
already being taken and the opinion of the rest of the world, lovers of peace, freedom
and progresse

Thousands of East Timorese people have been massacred and over 10,000 Indonesian
soldiers have died in East Timor, victims of the murderous Suharto territorial ambitions

over the Democratic Republic of East Timor0

Every day, lots of Indonesian soldiers are

continuously dying and there is the loss we focus (on) with regret0
On 10/10/76 in Benuno-Manatuto area, Fretilin forces killed ten Indonesian soldiers*
In BUCOLI, 14/10/76, more (four ?) Indonesian soldiers have been eliminatedQ
In LOSPALOS, 15/10/76, the enemy trying to pillage cattle, Fretilin killed five
Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lotfl

Increasingly the enemy is carrying out brutalities over the starving captured population
destroying cattle and properties with intense fire of heavy artillery,, The enemy is
impotent and highly demoralised*,

Fretilin forces have captured a very great number of Indonesian war materials and are

still controlling over 80$ of the national soil0

Firmly united, the people of East

Timor will fight with more fervour and courage in defence of their freedom, sovereignty
and the territorial integrity to the final victory,,

Independence or deathe

To resist is to wine

Armed struggle continues0

Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 20/10/76
Message 95 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, l:30pm,CST, 24/10/76
Indonesian vandalism over the people of East Timor is more and more intensified.
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Indonesian warships and heavy artillery are shelling every day the territory killing
the defenceless population and burning houses and propertiesa In the Indonesian
concentration camps, the captured population are continuously dying due to starvation
and brutalities.

No doubt although (despite ?) the limitations of the moment, the East Timor Red Cross
already being founded and publicly announced, is actively operating all over the
territory to alleviate as much as possible the human suffering caused by the Indonesian
criminal war aggressione

Fierce fighting goes on in all territory particularly with more intensity in LOSPALOS
and to the border areas,

Fretilin forces are heroically resisting and controlling the

national soil over 80 percent., The people of East Timor will fight with more decision
the militarist clique of the corrupt Suharto and till the inevitable final victory,,

Independence or deaths

To resist is to win0

Armed struggle continues.

Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, 24/10/76

Message 96 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 27/10/76
East Timor: (the) set of Indonesian criminal war aggression is now becoming worst than
ever with fire, blood and destruction all over the territory*

In LOSPALOS area, the enemy have burned out houses and properties and cattle (are)
completely exterminated,.

The same is happening in BOBONARO and large areas of the

border areas«

In the Indonesian concentration camps, the enemy is torturing and massively executing

the captured population to force the others captured to assent (to) the Indonesian
criminal military dictatorship.

In DILI, the population is living (in) a climate of great terror due to Indonesian
brutalities by (torturing) the captured population with electrical shocks and other
techniques of torture already well known to the world.

Heavy fighting is continuing in all the territory and more than ever the people of
East Timor are aware of their just struggle and will fight the invaders till the last

consequences,,

The murderer Suharto and all the corrupt (men) of the Jakarta colonial

expansionist government will never wina
Independence or death.

Victory is certain.

Armed struggle continues,,

Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 27/10/76

Message 97 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 30/10/76
In violation of the United Nations Security Council, the Non-Aligned Countries
resolution and the human rights, the Indonesian colonial troops are still in East Timor
torturing and murdering the defenceless population just to force the incorporation of
East Timor into Indonesia.

Against Indonesian criminal actions, the people of East Timor are continuing heroically
fighting Indonesian batallions in defence of their freedom, sovereignity and national
integrity,,

As fighting goes on in last weeks in MAUKATAR, Fretilin forces ambushed enemy killing
50 Indonesian soldiers and captured lots of war materials. In AIIEU, all the first
weeks of this month Fretilin forces have destroyed one Indonesian armoured car and
killed ten Indonesian soldiers.

In BAUCAU, are from 18th to 23rd this month, Fretilin forces have eliminated 15
Indonesian soldiers,, Every day Indonesian war planes, ships and heavy artillery are
continuously bombarding territory0

The people of East Timor call for UN Security Council, countries and peoples, lovers of
peace, progress and freedom to condemn fascist Jakarta government criminal actions over
East Timor and force immediate withdrawal of its colonial troops from East Timor0

Independence or death.

To resist is to win„

Armed struggle continues,,

Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 30/10/76
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Message 98

Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 3/11/76

No more step ladders (?) in East Timor and whether a corrupt Jakarta government wants
or not, it has already been defeated (and) should recognise such and (take its) hands
off East Timoro

(The) main force, the murderer Suharto and his camarilla want to turn

East Timor into another Indonesian colony, but the people of East Timor are aware of

their right to freedom (and) are heroically fighting and defeating (the) enemy in all
fronts and consolidating more and more the national independence of East Timora
In LOSPAIOS on October 29 and 30, Fretilin forces have eliminated ten Indonesian soldiers

and wounded a lot„

Enemy concentrated (in) KRYBAS village, backed with two armoured

cars, have been withdrawn to Manatutigo (Manatuto?)0

In L0IXDT0E area, Fretilin forces (forced the) withdrawal of the enemy from three main
positions and forcing it to Lakamaras in Indonesian territory,.

Yesterday morning, one Indonesian warplane strongly bombarded BOBONARO areas but (there
were) no casualties«,
We believe that the UN Security Council will punish Indonesian criminal actions over
East Timor and take a more stronger position to force immediate , total and unconditional
withdrawal of Indonesian forces from East Timor0

Independence of death0

To resist is to win0

Fight still on0

Respectfully yours,

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 3/ll/76
AUSTRALIAN

GOVERNMENT

STOPS

TELECOM

Mr ERIC ROBINSON-There is an outpost
radio station in the Northern Territory which is
part of the communications system in that area.
It is true that messages are received from East
Timor. They are sent in telegram form to the
adressees. Telecom Australia makes it perfectly
clear that it cannot vouch for the authenticity of
the messages. They are addressed to people like
the Queen, the Governor-General, the Prime

Minister, the late Chairman Mao and maybe the
Leader of the Opposition
We

do not charge for these telegrams. There is only a
handful of them and it would be rather inappro
priate to collect the charges from some of the ad
dressees. We pass the messages on. If they are of
use and value to the people concerned they are
entitled to the value they get from them.

from:

Daily Hansard, 14.10.76,

House of Reps, page 1839

MESSAGES

YOU

BE

THE

JUDGE

On 17.11.76 the Australian government for
bad Telecom Australia from passing on mess
ages from Fretilin leaders in East Timor.
The reason: - a technicality - the messages
could not be "authenticated" and

it

is not

within Telecom's charter to handle overseas

radio messages.

However, the messages from East Timor have
been relayed to indi vi duals in Australia,
the U.N. and other bodies by Telecom since

December 8, 1975-

We reprint here the text

of an answer to a question of the Minister
for Posts and Telecommunications concerning
messages via Telecom. Eric Robinson's
statement was made only 1 month before the
government order to cease relaying the mes
sages,

It is woth noting a report by Mic hael Richardson that the Indonesian government
had asked the Fraser government to cease passing on messages from East Timor via

Telecom. (The Age, 6.10.76)

Message 99 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 5/ll/76
Bombs, bullets, burning down houses and properties, torture and executions of the

defenceless Maubere people (by) the murderer Suharto and the humbug of the Indonesian
Red Cross combined with humanitarian activities (in) East Timor*,
War in East Timor is going very intense, Fretilin forces have captured the villages of
FOHOREM, FATULULIK and FATUMEAN, repelling the enemy to Indonesian territory.
Also HATU BULICO village has been recaptured and the enemy desperate left behind

several automatic rifles, appreciable quantity of ammunition and some hand grenades.
In LOSPALOS on November 3, Fretilin forces have ambushed the enemy killing 18 Indonesian
soldiers and wounded a

lote

Yesterday morning, one Indonesian warship strongly bombarded areas of the south coasto
The people of East Timor will fight to the last consequences.
Independence or death.

A victory is certainQ

Fight continuing,,

Respectfully yours,

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 5/ll/76
Message 100 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 7/ll/76
From the Democratic Republic of East Timor.

Independence or death*
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Integration never,

The people of East Timor are more than ever determined to fight against %he Indonesian
criminal war aggression in long-time guerrilla warfare till the inevitable final victoryc
In MUAKATAR-SUAI area on November 2, Fretilin forces have ambushed the enemy killing
20 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lotc On October 28, the enemy attacked one Fretilin

position murdering one Fretilin manc

Meanwhile the Fretilin forces counter-attacked

having eliminated 8 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lotQ

Every day, Indonesian warships, planes and heavy artillers are continuously bombarding
the territoryc The victory is certain. Armed struggle continues. Respectfully yours,

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 7/ll/76
Message 101 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, ll/ll/76

The people united will never be defeated. The people of East Timor under (through out?)
the territory (and under) Fretilin Central Committee leadership are strongly united and
heroically fighting and defeating the murderous Suharto military clique.
From 8th to 15th October in NASSUTA area, Fretilin forces have killed 140 Indonesian
soldiers and wounded a very high number0 In LOLOTOE area close to the border on
4 November 1976, Fretilin forces have ambushed the enemy killing 25 Indonesian soldiers
and wounded a

lote

Every day Indonesian warplanes and ships continuously bombarding the territory and

exchange of rocket firing between Fretilin forces and the enemy is increasing (from) day
to dayD

The corrupt Jakarta government should withdraw all its colonial forces from

East Timor according to the latest United Nations General Assembly resolution otherwise

the guerrilla warfare will never stop as well (as) the tension in the region.
Independence or death. The victory is certain. Armed struggle continues. Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, ll/ll/76
Message 102 Received Outpost Radio Darwin, 14/ll/76
Unity in victory <, Fierce fighting is continuing against the Indonesian colonial troops
in East Timor.

On October 28, on the way (from) KRYBAS (to) LACLUBAR, Fretilin forces have ambushed the

enemy eliminating 36 Indonesian soldiers and wounded a lot. In LACLUBAR on 3/ll/76 in
the outskirts of the village, Fretilin forces killed six Indonesian soldiers8

Two escaped females from the concentration camp in SAME village reported that on 10/ll/76,
one sixteen year old girl named JOSEFHA ARTIRES was barbarously violated by the
Indonesian soldiers and died some hours later due to the barbarity.

For those crimes the

murderer Suharto and the "wise" woman Ten Per Cent (see note below) will pay soon.
Independence or death. To resist is to win. Armed struggle continuesa Respectfully

yours, Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security, 14/ll/76
References for
Radio Maubere;
1

"East Timor - The Current Situation", pp. 2-4.
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AUSTRALIA AND EAST TIMOR-The Labor Government
The major developments in East Timor leading up to the Indonesian invasion, occurred
during the Labor government administration.
We present here a summary of a
journalist's analysis of the Labor government's record on East Timor.

Michael Richardson's article "East Timor: the war Australia might have prevented"
(National Times, July 19-24, 1976 ) traces the ALP's position on East Timor, from
September 1974 through to December 1975. Richardson makes three important points:
1.

In initial talks with Indonesia's President Suharto in September 1974, Prime

Minister Whitlam sanctioned the integration of East Timor into Indonesia, with the
proviso that the political future of the colony be decided by its people. Richardson
refers to the secret record of conversation of the talks.

Whitlam felt East Timor

was too small to be independent and was not economically viable. But the Labor
government was anxious to uphold the principle of self determination for all remain
ing colonies, no matter how small.

From the secret record it is clear that Suharto understood this proviso. But,
Richardson argues, the President and his advisors interpreted Whitlam's opinion
on the viability of an independent East Timor as approval for an Indonesian annexat
ion of the island:

"A senior Foreign Affairs official wrote later in a confidential summary that
Lt.-Gen. All Murtopo...a key figure in devising and handling the political aspects
of Jakarta's Timor Policy- regarded the statement ... as a green light for absorpt
ion of the territory."

As a result of the PM's indiscretion, Foreign Affairs subsequently "juggled" the
record of conversation. They recorded Mr. Whitlam as saying the Australian Govern
ment's primary consideration was self determination, but that it appreciated
Indonesia's concern about the future of the territory and ...shares its belief
that... voluntary union with Indonesia - on the basis of an internationally accept
able act of self determination - would seem to serve the objective of decolonisation
and at the same time, the interests of stability in the region.

Indonesia was informed of this official Australian position: Richardson believes
the re-wording was ignored.
East Timor as a client state

2. With East Timorese independence a likely prospect in early 1975, Australian
policy, according to Richardson, was aimed at making the territory a "client state"
of its neighbours, particularly Australia and Indonesia.
Assessments from the Australian Embassy in Jakarta, and other sources, indicated
that Indonesia was resolutely opposed to the colony becoming independent, and was
prepared to use force if necessary to prevent this occurring. Nonetheless, Foreign
Affairs officials who went to East Timor rated Fretilin and UDT, whose leaders had
formed a coalition to carry the territory through to independence within eight
years, as the strongest parties there.

With this in mind, the Dept. of Foreign Affairs presented Richard Woolcott, Aust
ralian ambassador to Indonesia, with a working brief on East Timor. It proposed
a strategy to "neutralise" the territory by linking it with the other non-communist
nations of the region - Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippinesmaking it dependent on these states for aid, trade and other development needs.

The paper spoke of a joint Australia-Indonesia aid package to East Timor made up
initially of three programs: food aid (including purchase by Australia of Indonesian
rice for the territory); foreign training for Timorese (with preference given to
places in Indonesia and Australia); and a malarial eradication program (with assist
ance from the World Health Organisation, covering Indonesian West Timor as well as
the Portuguese sectors of the island).
-17-
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In the second round of talks in Townsville, in April 1975, Indonesia rejected the

aid proposal, and was unreceptive to the East Timorese independence option.

However,

Australia went ahead with the plan until the UDT coup attempt in August and the
ensuing civil war which ultimately lead to Indonesian military intervention.
Labor Government suppresses information
3.

Australia knew that Indonesian troops were active in East Timor by October 1975,

at least two months before the full-scale invasion.

Their information came from "special briefings" given by well-placed Indonesians,

the Australian embassy in Jakarta, Australian intelligence and other non-Indonesian
sources. Richardson quotes a report by Bruce Juddery in the Canberra Times, May 31st
this year.

Ambassador Woolcott, in a cable to Foreign Affairs on October 29 advised:

"Although we know it is not true, the formal position of the Indonesian government
is still that there is no Indonesian military intervention in East Timor.

If the

Minister (for Foreign Affairs) said or implied in public that the Indonesian govern
ment was lying, we ... would be regarded as having acted in a way which would
stir up international opinion against Indonesia. Such a statement would also
stimulate hostility to Indonesia within the Australian community, which it has been
our policy to minimize,"

Foreign Minister Willisee was to have said on October 30th that he had seen reports

suggesting a degree of Indonesian military involvement, and that he regretted this
development. Following Woolcott's advice, his final statement to Parliament said
only: "the government has viewed with concern widespread reports that Indonesia is
involved in military intervention in Portuguese Timor."

At a press conference he gave in Canberra on the day of the invasion, Mr. Whitlam
told reporters he was "absolutely satisfied" he did as much as he could for a peace
ful settlement of the Timor problem. However, Richardson concludes that "the web
of things said and left unsaid by Mr. Whitlam about Timor and about "Indonesia's
intentions, plans and activities ... casts a shadow over his defence."
C.G.
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CHRONOLOGY

OF

EVENTS

CONCERNING

EAST TIMOR - October 18 - December 5

Oct_l8_: Jakarta - Al i Murtopo said: "he expects Portugal and the UN to accept East
Timor's integration with Indonesia before the end of the year." Concerning
Australia's stand: "I think Mr.Fraser needs more time to convince his people in this
case. But 1 am confident that the problem will be settled soon." He went on to say
that he understood that there were 10,000 Indonesian troops, not 30,000 in East Timor.
Concerning the designation of East Timor as a restricted area he said this was to allow

"mopping up operations against 200-400 Fretilin remnants; and, to stop workers and
business men from other parts of Indonesia from rushing in and dominating the local
economy and thus prevent a negative reaction to too many outsiders."

Jakarta - a 27 member central government task force left today for East Timor to improve
provincial planning and administration.
(The Age /10/76)
0ct_20: Foreign Affair Minister Peacock said the Federal government had not recognised
Indonesia's incorporation of East Timor but "for quite practical reasons, such

as the provision of humanitarian aid and the reunion of families we have to accept cer
tain realities." He went on to tell parliament that there were three stages in inter
national law: 'informal relations on a non-recognition basis; de facto recognition; and
de jure recognition.' Last week, in a statement of Australia's position on East Timor,
P.M. Fraser spelled out Australia's desire to take a middle course between early de
facto recognition and a continuation of pushing the initial hard line. ( ? - ed)
(The Age, 21/10/76)

A group of Australian businessmen (members of the AIBCC) is pressing the government to
recognise Indonesia's military takeover of East Timor. President of the AIBCC, B.N.Kelman, told the committee's annual meeting on October 15, that immediate recognition of
Indonesian incorporation of Timor was desirable in the interests of national security.
Further tensions could do long-term damage to Australia's business, trade and strategic
interests. These remarks were circulated in Jakarta by the Indonesian Foreign Minister
today.
A CSR spokesman confirmed that Kelman had urged tacit recognition of Indonesian
claims. "The comments were made to a private function and they were not intended to be
come a public statement.

The Australian government is well aware of the committee's

views, because it has been told directly." -the spokesman said.
(The Age, 23/10/76)
Oct 26: A 7 man Indonesian military research team arrived in Australia for talks with de
fence scientists. The team was headed by Air Vice-Marshall Soenaryo, and will
visit research and development centres in four states.(Northern Territory News, 27/10/76)

Oct 28: Jakarta: Interior Ministry Secretary-General Suprapto said that the full merger
of East Timor into Indonesia would be achieved in three stages. 1. Rehabilitation
up to March 1977; 2. Consolidation from March to early '78 and after that 3. Stabilisat

ion until early 1979-

He was addressing the 3rd task force (to leave 1/11/76) to help

reshaping East Timor.

Task force consists of 20 experts from Ministries of Public Works

and Electricity, Industry, Communication, Agriculture and Home Affairs.

(Age, 30/10/76)

Nov_8: Northern Territory Senator,Kilgarifff called for support from church organisations
and branches of the Returned Servicemens League for Timorese refugees who wanted
to enter Australia and reunite with their families. There are 1600 Timorese refugees in
Lisbon.
(The Northern Territory News, 9/11/76)

Nov 14: According to CIET - Sydney, the charge d'affaires at the Australian emabassy in
Peking told Rogerio Lobato that he had been instructed by the government to re
fuse his request for a visa to visit Australia.
(The Canberra Times
11/76)
Nov 17: Foreign Affairs Minister Peacock told parliament that Telecom Australia had been
instructed not to pick up or relay messages that were 'purported', to come from
East Timor because the recipt of messages from overseas was outside Telecom's charter.

(See Telecom closure box on page 15)
(The Sydney Herald, 18/11/76)
Noy_18: United Nations General Assembly Decolonisation Committee approved a resolution
rejecting Indonesia's claim to East Timor and calling Indonesia to withdraw its
forces from the territory. The Committee voted 61-18 to recomend that the full 145 mem
ber Assembly adopt the resolution. There were 49 abstentions, amongst whom were Australia

Singapore, Papua New Guinea and New Zealand.

Those voting against included: USA, Japan,

India, Chile, Malaysia, Phillipines and Thailand. Those voting for the resolution included
Portugal, Sweden, Greece Iceland and many third world countries. (See Dec. 1 entry.)
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•

Australian delegate, J.A.Hoyle said he doubted the practicality of the resolution and - <
had reservations about the language of some provisions. (The Sydney Herald, 19/11/76)
Nov 18

Antara newsagency reported the speech of Mr Lopez, head of the Indonesian
backed East Timor Information Service, at a news conference in Medan, North

Sumatra. Mr. Lopez said that courses were underway in modern agricultural systems in
different parts of the province.
(The Sun, 22/11/76)
Nov 18: Antara newsagency reported the speech of Mr. Lopez, head of the Indonesian
backed East Timor Information Service -( No relation - ed ), at a news confer

ence in Medan, north Sumatra.

Mr. Lopez said that courses were underway in modern

agricultural systems in different parts of the province.

(The Sun, 22/11/76)

Nov 19: The establishment newspaper The Canberra Times attacked the Australian government in its editorial.

"The Telecom embargo is in fact the latest episode in

Australia's surreptitious appeasement of Indonesia over East Timor." In regard to the
government's dual policy it was said that this involved telling the Australian people
one thing while doing another, passively acquiescing - to the extent that Indonesian

spokesmen appear to care little about implying publicly that Australian government's
official line is a sham.

(The Canberra Times, 19/11/76)

Nov 21: AAP report said the Indonesian government is preparing a bill formally giving
Indonesian nationality to the people of East Timor.

Antara newsagency announced that the Indonesian Justice Ministry had set up branches
in Dili earlier this month.

(See Oct 28 entry)

(The Sun, 22/11/76)

Nov 28 First anniversary of the declaration of Independence for the Democratic
Republic of East Timor.

Dec 1: The Plenary Session of the U.N. General Assembly ratified the resolution on
East Timor.
Vote was 68 for, 20 against and 49 abstentions. (D.R.E.T. Info.
Office, N. York, release dated 5/12/76).

Dec 3- East T'™^656* Estanislav da Silva charged with sending illegal radio messages
"

from Australia, was freed on a good behaviour bond.
Darwin chief
Magistrate, Lawrence Kirkman said "This court is concerned with the law
and with breaches of the law, not with politics.

It does seem however

that politics may have played some part in this prosecution".(Age,3/12/76)
Dec. 6:

Australian Catholic Church's Justice and Peace Commission press

released the text of letter sent to P.M. Fraser and Foreign Minister

Peacock criticising recent government actions:
abstention;

Timor;

3)

2)

1)

U.N. voting

directive to Telecom not to pass on messages from East

the seizure of radio transmitter on 17/9/76, being used to

maintain contact with East Timor.

The Commission said there was

"serious conflict" between these actions and the government's stated

policy on East Timor.
Commission Secretary revealed the receipt of
information from "highly reliable sources" on the current situation in
East Timor - see page 1.

Catholic Commission for Justice £ Peace,
P. Release, 6/12/76.
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